Sale Name: VEGAS ~ Diamonds in the Desert Premier Horse Sale
LOT 44 - QUIXOTE FANCY FEET

Year 2013
Breed AQHA
Pedigree CONCORD MUSIC X SNIPS CANDY QUIXOTE
Gender Gelding
Height 15.2
Consignor Email heartxhorses@outlook.com
Consignor Name Heart X Quarter Horses, LLC.
Consignor Phone 208-993-1422
Location Montana
Description
QUIXOTE FANCY FEET
Jasper is a 2013 AQHA Grullo Gelding. His registered name is QUIXOTE FANCY FEET
and his name says it all! Jaspers feet are fancy and he knows how to use them. This
15.2H, 1200lb decadent grullo gelding has a remarkable resume that is worth the read.
First and foremost, he is kind and gentle. Jasper is our two year old little girls best
friend. He meets her at the gate in the mornings and waits to bury his perfectly shaped
head in her chest. While Jasper is safe and gentle, he by no means lacks any sort of
talent. We have used this gelding in the mountains, on the trails, and in the arena. He is
a finished ranch horse and would be an excellent candidate for anyone wanting to
compete in ranch versatility shows. This gelding has a smooth lope and picks up both
leads with ease. He has attended ranch rodeos, been used at head and heel brandings,
snag and drag brandings, doctoring, sorting, shipping, trailer loading, etc. If you are a
competitive team roper Jasper fits the bill there too. We have hauled this gelding on

both the head and heel side to World Series sanctioned roping's. He falls to cattle and
will hunt the corner. If competition is not your forte and a leisurely trail ride suits you
better, he will be nothing short of amazing in that discipline as well. Jasper has a
ground covering walk and has no hesitation with any kind of encounter. Water, bridges,
downfall, rock, sage brush, marsh, this gelding is well versed on the trail. When we
have visitors come to our place this is the go to gelding for everyone to ride. Uniquely
bred, with SNIPPER MUSIC on his papers twice, Jasper lives up to the SNIPPER MUSIC
reputation of being smart, athletic, and having the ability to do everything well.
SNIPPER MUSIC set the bar in the foundation quarter horse industry, and in his prime
was a 1985 reined cow horse snaffle bit futurity winner. Last, but not least, one of
Jasper’s best attributes is the ability to stay gentle with time off, whether you ride
once a week, once a month, or once a year. This is a superb gelding, he packs our
brand, and we are proud to offer him. For more information please call 208-756-7341
or 208-993-1422.
Quantity: 1
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